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Chapter 7

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AFRO JAZZ CULTURE
AND THE ROLE OF AGENCY IN NIGERIA

Felix Oludare AJIOLA and Precious WILLIAMS

Introduction
Throughout history, music has been one of the most common means by which man
expresses his emotions, feelings and sentiments. The primordial man used music to
express fear, pain and danger. Music was an important part of oriental mysticism. The
Asian Indian developed a system of melodic modes called raga to express moods, days
and seasons chanting form the core of Tibetan religious music (Ogunrinade, 2015). In
seventeenth century Europe, music was used to represent the state of the souls. African
traditions are replete with the use of music as part of rituals, ceremonies and social
associated with the proper growth and functioning of institutions of society. Music
over the ages has proved to be one of the indispensable arts cultivated by man for the
growth, nurture and transfer of his institutions and values to future generations.
Pythagoras (c.5 50 B.C.) described music as an expression of uni versa I harmony which
is also realised in arithmetic and astronomy (Ogunrinade, 2015).

In fact, music originally is one of the nine arts over which the daughters of
Zeus presided in classical Greek mythology. To Plato (400 B.C) music is the
appropriate means of social and political education (Ogunrinade, 2015). Plotinus (270

.D) described music as having mystic and occult power (Ogunrinade, 2015).
Boethius (524 A.D) summarized these various views by dividing music into three
types; musica mundane or cosmic harmony first propounded by Pythagoras; musica
humana which he described as the harmony of soul and body; and musica
in trumentalist which he described as the harmony produced by musical instruments
Ogunrinade, 2015).

To the modem musicologist however, music is a play with sound, a paragon
of the experiences and activities of man; a reflection of those experiences and

ti ities as well as a model for both. It is properly interwoven into the culture of
'ery society of the world. It is a way ofliving built up by a group of human beings.
u ic no doubt plays an important role in the socialisation of young people,

icularly the young adults. The Nigerian music industry has been quite laudable in
1 present time for providing lovely and mature music, which serve different

o es and sooth various listeners, irrespective of the increasingly disturbing
nee of what could term commercial noises. It is believed that valuable and
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quality-specific music is committed to developing its listeners (M. Aremu, personal
communication, 27 August 2018).

Nigerian music industry is filled with all manners and genres of music that
one way or the other affect the young adults, particularly on their behaviour,
schoolwork, social interactions, and mood. Present almost everywhere, and easily
available through the radio, various recordings, the Internet, and other new technology
formats that allows these young adults to hear it in diverse settings and situations,
alone or shared with friends. Many people are unaware of the lyrics they are listening
to due to the danceable tunes and the influence it has on their daily activities. The
preference for certain types of music by young adults could be associated with certain
behaviours, and this behaviour as they listen to some of these Nigerian tunes are of
utmost concern as most lyrics have become too explicit in their references to drugs,
sex, and violence, particularly in certain genres.

The perceptions and effects of music-video messages are important, because
research has reported that exposure to violence, sexual messages and stereotypes, and
use of substances of abuse in music videos might produce significant changes in
behaviours and attitudes of young viewers. While Fela Anikulapo Kuti's Afrobeat
music was a tool of activism against the corrupt government in Nigeria, most lyrics
today are not of the same nature. Against this background, this chapter interrogates
the impact of Mike Aremu's music on the development of Afrojazz as well as the
impact of his music on the society. However, for such assessment to be undertaken,
there is need to discuss the generic functions of music as a precursor. This will enable
this study to present a balanced assessment.

It is a fair assumption that music communicates with the society directly and
can influence it through the individuals that constitute it. This can be further assumed
that its effect on society as a whole is the same. The music of the present defines the
current status of the social collective. The relevance of music in the society is captured
by the great philosopher, Plato when he states that "Any musical innovation is full of
danger to the whole state, and ought to be prohibited. When modes of music change,
the fundamental laws of the state always change with them" (Bloom, 1991). This
statement is defined by the control of music that Plato suggests. He recognised that
music can alter the social consciousness and this statement points to the negative effect
that this can lead to. It can be argued that in the age of consumerism music plays a
vital role. Criticism of popular music can be linked directly with the youth perception
of sexuality and gender roles. Music is historically proven to invoke thought in
society. In recent times the largest impact can be observed with the Live Aid Festival.
According to the Telegram article on Live Aid the total money generated for the event
stands at £l50million (McNulty, 2015). The simple premise of using successful artists
as a pretext to raise awareness of global poverty worked remarkably well. The chapter
is divided into five section, namely, the introduction, the history of Afrojazz in
Nigeria, Mike Aremu and Afro-jazz Music in Nigeria, conclusion and the
recommendation.
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The History of Afro-jazz in igeria

Jazz has become a global culture of dialogue and a means of expressing human rights,
freedom and human dignity. Jazz originated though, in Europe and America, it has
helped to foster cooperation, harmony, trust, understanding and tolerance in many
human social formations where it has been adopted. The improvisation element of
symbolises mutual respect, love, diversity and unity, drawing on roots from different
societies. It is important to note that Black influence from the Americas can be
considered to have started coincidentally with the policy of returning freed sla es to
West Africa. Freetown was established at the end of the eighteenth century by former
slaves from orth America whose descendants became the Creoles of Sierra Leone.
Similarly, the American Colonization Society began sending blacks to Liberia during
the 1820s (Collins, 1987). These ex-slaves became the country's American-Liberian
elite, and the quadrille, a Creole dance of the southern United States with which they
were familiar, became their national dance. Later in the century, black Brazilian slaves
were shipped to West Africa, particularly to Lagos and Porto ovo. They too had
musical effects on native Africans. According to the igerian Segun Bucknor, "We
had a Brazilian- Yoruba section of Lagos and as a result, a diffusion of Latin-American
music" (Collins, 1987). No doubt, Afrojazz is one of the imported musical cultures
from Americas ("Jazz is igeria's greatest export, says musician," 2018). At first the
impact of imported black performing arts was felt on coastal towns like Monrovia,
Freetown, Cape Coast, Accra, Lagos, and Cape Town where it was appreciated by
local people including the black elite, whose high-class dance orchestras and brass
bands played waltzes, marches, ragtime, fox-trots, and Latin American ballroom
music-plus a few local melodies. It was in this context that the word highlife was
coined in West Africa during the 1920s as an umbrella term for the various
orchestrated neo-folk (Collins, 1987). The term highlife originated from the Gold
Coast; it was created by people who gathered around the dancing clubs such as the
Rodger Club (opened in Accra in 1904). Highlife was a catch name for the indigenous
songs played by such early dance bands as the Jazz Kings, the Cape Coast Sugar
Babies and the Accra Orchestra. The people outside called it the high life as they did
not reach the class of the couples going inside who had to wear full evening dress
including top hats. There is an interesting East African parallel to this in the coastal
tarabu music, a syncretic Afro-Swahili dance music whose name means "civilized"
when translated from the Swahili (S. Owoaje, personal communication, August 27,
2018).

It will probably be unnecessary to overstate that jazz has seen better days in
the popular consciousness of igerians. While there is currently a concerted effort by
jazz promoters to promote and develop jazz in igeria through mini-festivals and
special gigs, patronage has continued to be considerably low, based on what is
perceived as its essentially 'specialized' audience. This chapter therefore discusses the
origin of Afrojaiz in Nigeria, its growth and early Nigerian Jazz Musicians.
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perceived as its essentially 'specialized' audience. This chapter therefore discusses the
origin of Afrojazz in igeria, its growth and early igerian Jazz Musicians.
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The earliest form of Western Music introduced into Nigeria was choral chants
and hymnals introduced by Portuguese Missionaries In the 15th and 16th century. This
was followed by more conventional Choral music this was then followed by classical
music introduced in the mid nineteenth Century (Ogisi, 2008). At the same time
Martial music, such as marching bands had been introduced by Colonial Forces. The
latter was to have the greatest influence Brass bands were introduced in consequence
and local variations were Introduced, the most popular being the Lagos Mozart
Orchestra also known as The Calabar Brass Band. These Combined Brass Band music
with indigenous languages (Keazor, 2015).

E. T. Mensah launched his band in 1931, playing in the Accra Orchestra,
starting with the Piccolo and later playing the Trumpet, Piano, and Alto and Tenor
Saxophone. He joined the Accra Rhythm Orchestra Band In 1946 playing Swing Jazz
alongside British, American and West Indian Soldiers In 1946, Mensah, Guy Warren
and others joined the Tempos was a full-scale Swing Orchestra, experimenting with
Afro-Cuban and Caribbean rhythms, Swing and African Rhythms-Highlife. The
Tempos released a string of hits, and once performed with Louis Arrnstrong during
his visit to Ghana in 1956 (D'arcangelo, 2016). The Tempos became the model of Big
Bands throughout West Africa, including Nigeria. This established the linkage
between the Highlife and Swing Jazz (Collins, 1989).

Fig 7.1: Louis Armstrong, his wife and Kwame Nkrumah in Accra in 1956

Source: Sam D'arcangelo, "60 Years Ago Today: Louis Arrnstrong Visits Ghana,"
Off Beat, 23 May 2016.
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Nigeria's romance with jazz music probably began as far back as the 1940s
after the Second World War (1939-1945), with the return of expatriate Nigerians such
as Bobby Benson, Tunde Amuwo, Bob Edwards, Willy Payne and Soji Lijadu from
Europe. These pioneers started mimicking the big band sounds of Glen Miller and
Benny Goodman, the guitar style of Charlie Christian and the saxophone sounds of
Coleman Hawkins and Earl Bostic (Idonije, 2014). They played a mixed bag that
included calypso, Latin-American stuff,jive, dance and ballroom styles such as waltz,
quickstep, tango, foxtrot and even highlife. However, to underscore the fascination
they had for jazz, almost all these early bands adopted jazz tunes for self-identification
(Keazor, 2015). The Bobby Benson Jam Session had Benny Goodman's standard
'Soft Winds' as its signature tune, while Tunde Amuwo adopted the Charlie Christian
classic 'Seven Eleven'. Even E. T. Mensah's Tempos Band of Ghana, which was the
model for many igerian jazz bands, adopted the Original Dixieland Jazz Band's
'Tiger Rag' as its signature tune (Collins, 1989).

Fig 7.2: Bobby Benson and his band in the 1950s
Source: Edmund John Collins, "Jazz Feedback to Africa," American Music 5, no. 2

(1987): 183.

In the 1950s, the Dance Orchestra, emerged as the leading big band orchestra.
It was directed at various times by the legendary musicologists Fela Sowande and
Steve Rhodes and became the rallying point for serious jazz musicians (Masterpiece,
2016). Aside from jazz, the band played dance music of different types and featured
uch individualists and soloists as trumpeters Mike Falana and E. C. Arinze, upright

bassist Ayo Vaughan, tenor saxophonist Chris Ajilo and guitarist Stan Plange, among
others. As from 1955, the daily Voice of America-VOA Jazz Hour anchored by Willis
Cono er was broadcast worldwide to a listening audience of 30 million; including
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Nigerians, from Washington D. C. was a factor that aided the growth of Jazz in
Nigeria. The programme featured the music of Jazz masters as well as explained what
Jazz music is. The VOA Jazz Hour over the years converted many Nigerians into Jazz
fans. At home and as from 1961162,the ace music critic and historian Benson Idonije
started his weekly, Thursday radio jazz programme Nigerian Broadcasting
Corporation (NBC) Jazz Club (Masterpiece, 2016).

Fig 7.3: Willis Conover Fig 7.4: Benson Idonije

Source: "Jazz in Nigeria," Masterpiece, August 26,2016. http://masterpiece-
ng.com/jazz-in-nigeria/

Ajilo in particular was to record what became the first Afro-Beat Track -
Ariwo. He also collaborated in a number of avant-garde compositions with Fela
Sowande, notably "Ara Ijesha gbe nu iya". It was however in 1963 that jazz became
established in Lagos (S. Adefila, personal communication, June 22, 2018) - in its
purity and total essence - by the Fela Ransome-Kuti Quintet, led at the time by Fela
Ransorne-Kuti (later Fela Anikulapo Kuti). Although he had recorded ajazz album in
London by the time he came back to Nigeria in 1963, the impetus to form ajazz quintet
arose from an interview in which he featured on the Radio Nigeria weekly jazz
programme upon his arrival from the UK. In the quintet, Fela was doubling on trumpet
and piano, with Don Amaechi on guitar, Emmanuel Ngomalio on bass, John Bull on
drums and Sid Moss on piano (with Benson Idonije as manager). The band played
regularly on Monday nights at the iconic Cool Cats Inn in Ebute Meta, Lagos, a
magnet for jazz enthusiasts. The band attracted guest stars like trumpeter Zeal Onyia,
saxophonist Taiwo Okupe, Steve Rhodes and pianist Art Alade, among others
(Keazor, 2015). Its fare consisted of covers of modern jazz standards, such as Charlie
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Parker's Billie's Bounce, Miles Davies Bags groove, Gershwin's But not for me and
Errol Garner's Misty, which were identified with contemporary times. The Quintet,
which also recorded and performed as the Highlife Rakers, later became the Koola
Lobitos in April 1965 and the Afrika 70 in 1970 (Moore, 2011).

Fig 7.5: Fela Kuti and his Koola Lobitos band in 1965

Sources: Kieron Tyler, "Fela Ransome-Kuti and His Koola Lobitos," Art Desk, 3
April 2016

The other influential force in the spread of modern Jazz at the time was the
Afro-Jazz ensemble, formed in 1962, which later became the Jazz Preachers in 1964.
Its personnel were a quartet initially including Zeal Onyia on trumpet; Bayo Martins
on drums, Coos Ajilo on tenor saxophone and Ayo Vaughan on bass. It later expanded
into a quintet, with the inclusion of pianist and singer Art Alade. Benson Idonije
describes the Preachers as a more mainstream jazz ensemble, with more bias to Swing
Jazz, playing standards like Ellington's Perdido, C-Jam Blues, etc (Moore, 2011).
Mention must also be made of the quiet but consistent work of the scion of a great
legacy, Tony Benson, who could best be described as one of igeria's finest Jazz
Organists, with his dexterity on show at Caban Bamboo from the late 1960's. His style
was in the mould of the great Jimrny Smith and Benson often had Smith's "The Cat"
as his signature tune. The two groups created an ideal atmosphere for jazz in Lagos,
on account of the alternative they provided jazz aficionados (Keazor, 2015).
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While the Fela Ransome-Kuti Quintet, in its modem jazz setting, played such
tunes as Bags groove, Billy' Bounce, But notfor me and Errol Gamer's Misty, which
were identified with contemporary times, the Preachers, a 'mainstream' outfit,
entertained its audience with such tunes of the swing era as Pedido and c.Jam Bues.
The Fela Ransorne-Kuti Quintet later transformed into the Koola Lobitos in April
1965 (and later completed its metamorphosis into Fela's legendary Afrobeat Empire),
while the reformed Preachers carried on actively under the leadership of Art Alade
well into the 1970s.

Bala Miller started his music career at the CMS Grammar School Lagos,
where he was encouraged by Chief TOS Benson, also an old boy. He began his
professional career by joining the Lagos Mozart OrchestralCalabar Brass Brand,
where he learnt to play a variety of Instruments, including his favoured Instrument,
the Trumpet. After a career as a Manager with Nigeria Breweries as a Manager, he
formed Northern Nigeria's foremost Big Band Orchestra, playing Swing Jazz, with
one of his most popular Signature tunes being Louis Armstrong's version of When the
Saints go marching in. The Pirameeds later became a huge cross-over phenomenon,
performing a range of Genre, from Swing Jazz, through Highlife to Afrobeat.

The growth of jazz spread to other parts of the country especially the Eastern
part of the country. Swing Jazz was the dominant form of Jazz prevalent in Eastern
Nigeria in the 1950s and 1960s (Jegede, 1987). Nigeria, the Calabar Brass Bands of
the thirties have been credited with making the first attempt to indigenise European
bands but credit for development of highlife in Nigeria is shared between Bobby
Benson of blessed memory and Mensah: the former because his Jam Session
Orchestra provided the base through which notable Nigerian highlife musicians served
tutelage and the latter because his many tours in Nigeria in the 'fifties set the standard
and dictated the pace for many Nigerian bands (Jegede, 1987).

Bands would play a combination of Swing Jazz and Highlife standards,
largely at a variety of events, ranging from Ballroom to Community Dances. Some of
the biggest players in the Eastern Big Band scene in this period included the great
Chief Bill Friday, Akunwata Stephen Amechi and E. C. Arinze, who trained a
generation of stars who were to make their mark in years to come, such Stephen
Osadebe, Rex Williams and many more. Wiliams in particular was to attract the
attention of Louis Armstrong, during his visit to Nigeria, when he marked the young
man as having a bright musical future. The standard fares of these bands were as said
Swing Jazz classics by Benny Goodman, Glen Miller and Louis Armstrong. However
unlike Lagos, there was no immediate transition to Modem Jazz, in Fact it may even
be said that these bands merely performed Swing Jazz as add-on to their main
Repertoire- Highlife. However it may also be said that at the early stage of Big Band
Highlife, the lines of difference between Jazz and Highlife were in many ways blurred.

The 1970s saw the emergence of the specialist venue Jazz 38 in Lagos, with
the extended family Jazz Band of Tunde Kuboye. It featured his dentist-singer-wife
Fran Kuboye. This venue became the most important jazz hub in the country (Okon-
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Ekong & Obioha, 2018). The Extended Family was fronted by vocalist Fran Kuboye,
who demonstrated a vocal range comparable to Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan or
Billy Holiday. The rest ofthe band consisted ofTunde Kuboye on bass and Emmanuel
Ngomalio and Duro Ikujenyo alternating on piano. Still in this epoch, a Jazz
Appreciation Club, the Jazz Club of Nigeria was formed. It held a few meetings,
organised Roots ofJazz concerts at Yaba College of Technology and jam sessions on
the Floating Buka moored on the lagoon along Marina. In 1973, Idonije organised jazz
sessions for Radio Nigeria from the Floating Buka, featuring a band that included
Crossdale Juba on trumpet and Willie Bestman on drums (Masterpiece, 2016).

Doye Agama hosted a Port Harcourt Jazz Festival that featured his jazz band
using water-pot drums, Peter King, The Preachers and the Port Harcourt based singer
Maude Meyer. Fela and his son Femi Anikulapo-Kuti occasionally appear as guest
artists in the early 1980s to give the club a boost. It is also important to mention the
Port Harcourt Jazz Club, which apart from fronting its own quintet hosted the
successful Port Harcourt Jazz Festival in 1988, with Dizzy Gillespie as headline act
(Masterpiece, 2016).

And in the 1990s, Majekodunrni Club, Jazzville near the University of Lagos
was home to young chaps trying to play jazz, Heavy Wind, The Sharp Band and
others. Along Allen Avenue, Ikeja, Lagos, clubs nurtured young musicians like jazz-
Afrobeat musician Funsho Ogundipe (Masterpiece, 2016). The 1970s and 1980s
witnessed the emergence of a new generation of highly talented Nigerian Jazz
Instrumentalists, many of whom plied their trade in the diaspora. Prime examples of
this category included Saxophonists Lasisi Amao and Peter King. Amao and King
played in some of Europe's finest Jazz venues and ensembles. King had been part of
the African Messengers alongside Bayo Martins and Mike Falana, who toured the UK
in 1961 (Keazor, 2015). The key innovation of the period was experimentation by
Nigerian Jazzists with the new phenomenon of Jazz Funk, keyboardist Gboyega
Adelaja after travelling to the USA for studies, launched himself into the Jazz scene,
grounded in the Piano from his days at the CMS Grammar School. He toured and
recorded with the great Hugh Masekela. His debut album titled Colourful environment
was one of the finest Jazz-Funk albums ever recorded in Nigeria.

Also in the USA, Percussionist Aleke Kanonu performed as a super session
man with a wide variety of top acts. He however made a name for himself with his
eponymously named solo Jazz-Funk album, featuring a young Wynton Marsalis and
another joint album with Tolbert the Miracle Man. In Nigeria the Jazz scene was
relatively quiet in the 1970s, Jazz revolution occurred with the opening of three
important Jazz venues in Lagos, the first being Fran and Tunde Kuboye's Jazz 38, in
Ikoyi, Lagos; Veteran Pianist and impresario Art Alade's Art's Place, in Yaba. The
last being Muyiwa Majekodunrni's Jazzville also at Yaba. Art's Place featured Art

lade and his coterie of high quality Jazz veterans such as his previous eo-travellers,
Bayo Martins, Wole Bucknor, Sunrni Smart-Cole, Sid Moss and many others,
performing a range of evergreen Jazz and Highlife standards. Muyiwa Majekodunmi 's
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Jazzville on the other hand catered for a younger more bohemian audience. The
standing band consisted of some excellent amateur and Professional musicians, such
as Eric Mann, Willie Bestmann, Ayo Bankole Jr, Tunde Ajijedidun, Dele Sosimi,
Femi Elias and many others.

There were also notable guest appearances from the aforementioned Fela and
Femi Anikulapo-Kuti. The musical offerings ranged from Traditional to Avant-garde
and Fusion, in short, any and everything was on offer in an iconoclastic environment
One of the biggest International concert tours of the 1980' s was that by Bebop legend
Dizzy Gillespie, organised by the Jazz Club of Nigeria, headed by Alaba Okupe. He
toured Lagos and Port Harcourt, in fact receiving a chieftaincy title, the Basheere of
Iperu-Remo (Keazor, 2015). The 1990s saw a lot of jazz activities, albeit lacking in
the commitment and cohesion that characterized previous years. Venues like Muyiwa
Majekodunmi's JazzVille in Lagos became the hub for young, upcoming jazz
musicians like Laitan Adeniji and Funso Ogundipe (Ayetoro). Also, Jazz et al
featuring tenor saxophonists Kayode Olajide and Bisade Ologunde (Lagbaja), who
went on to form their own successful bands was a renowned jazz venue. Other notable
young stars emerged in this decade, such as guitarists Kunle Odutayo (Kunle Ayo)
and Agboola Shadare, bassist Bright Gain and saxophonists Mike Aremu and Ayo
Solanke (Keazor, 2015).

The new millennium saw the continued upward mobility of the Nigerian Jazz
renaissance with a tradition of musicianship established. A new culture of Formal
musical training had arisen in the previous decade and grew exponentially with growth
in the number of institutions, notably the Muson School and Peter King School of
Music amongst other, which provided training modules in Jazz Music, alongside the
formal training available in Tertiary institutions. The new generation of performers
include Saxophonist Yemi Sax, Drummer Daniel Isele, singer Diana Bada and many
more emerged. Confidently asserting their artistic originality and skills to a generally
receptive audience, a new generation of large Jazz Concerts emerged, such as the
Lagos International Jazz Festival, run by Ayo Shadare's Inspiro, The Lagos Jazz
Series Concert, run by Oti Bazunu, the Bayelsa and Calabar Jazz Festivals and Gospel
Jazz Festivals, all attracting a powerful array of International and local stars (I.
Ogundeko, personal communication, 25 August, 2018).

The Diasporan Jazz dominators like Femi Temowo and Dele Sosimi has made
the country proud as far as Jazz is concerned. While the former learnt his craft in
Church in the UK, studied Music and has worked with some of the world's finest,
such as Amy Winehouse, George Benson, Soweto Kinch, Courtney Pine, and Andrea
Bocelli. He released his debut album Orin me/a in 2011; the latter had his early
tutelage under Fela, and later played with Femi Kuti. He moved to The UK and
founded his Afrobeat Orchestra, performing Afrobeat and Jazz. He has performed at
such venues as the Jazz Cafe, Royal Albert Hall, Joe Zawinul's Birdland, Montreux
Jazz Festival and many more (I. Ogundeko, personal communication, 25 August
2018). Lekan Babalola, a percussionist, who started out with Fela and expanded his
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trajectory, eventually performing with Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers, Ernest Ranglin,
Branford Marsalis, Roy Ayers, Damon Albam, and Tony Alien. He won two Grammy
awards, for work on Ali Farka Toure and Cassandra Wilson's Album's in 2006 and
2009 (K. Solaja, personal communication, 25 August 2018).

An expose on the origin and evolution of Nigerian Jazz would be incomplete
without a roll call of female jazz singers in Nigeria, such as the pioneering Maud
Meyer, who as far back as the 1950s sold herself on the club circuit, performing in the
style of Billie Holiday, as well as operetta and jazz singer Mary Afi-Usua during the
1960s. In the 1970's emerged Gloria Rhodes and Fran Kuboye, while the 1980s saw
the rise of the talented Ayinke Martins, Yinka Davies, Mayen, Ego and many other
prodigious talents, who kept the flames of Nigerian jazz alive (K. Solaja, personal
communication, August 25, 2018).

Mike Aremu and the Growth of Jazz Culture in Nigeria

Mike Aremu (Michael Adeyemi Aremu) was born on 4 May 1974 in Kaduna, Kaduna
State. He grew up in Minna and then moved to Lagos, the former capital city of
Nigeria. It is expedient to state that Aremu's father was a civil servant, which informed
the itinerant existence of the family. In his words:

My early years were like that of any normal kid, but what however set me
apart from the other kids was that I had the gift of music ever since I was very
young. Growing up in Minna, I started my journey into music from the church.
In fact, I will say the major influence of my interest in music was the church
(Babajide-Alabi, 2013).

Mike was born into the Cherubim and Seraphim Church movement and the
church remains a reference point in his career and has such conditioned his love for
music and specifically musical instrument. While commenting on the music tradition
and practices of the cherubim and seraphim movement, Vicki Brennan holds that these
practices were transformed and made to conform to the requirements and expectations
of recorded commercial music including standardising the length of the song and
using electronic instruments and other musical instruments (Brennan, 2018). Mike has
affirmed in an interview that the church encourages young members to pick up on
instrument or the other. The tradition in the church was that every child should be able
to play some kind of musical instrument. As a result, he was fascinated by the local
drums, called akuba and the bass drum. He started playing this and along the line
picked up the trumpet and other musical instruments, such as keyboard, guitar and the
drum set. At this stage, Mike had no access to the saxophone (Babajide-Alabi, 2013).

Mike was perhaps influenced musically by his mother who was a talented
chorister, in addition to one of his sisters who also played the trumpet. Consequently,
his musical interest started from the age of eight when in Church he was prevailed to
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play an instrument just like other children, with sheer determination and doggedness,
he had mastered couple of instruments in short time and even at a tender age. From
there with some basic lessons and determination by 1995 he decided to make the full
transition and concentrate solely on the Saxophone (Aremu, 2018). In 1996, Mike
joined the House on the Rock's music team. At about this time, Mike was also playing
with the Compassion Band of the Strong Tower Mission - a charity organization. As
his confidence grew so did his reputation as a charismatic musician. This resulted in
a stream of appearances at such venues in Nigeria as Pintos, The Green Lion, Club
Towers, K's Place and Mega Plaza's Dome. He has also had session work for Onyeka
Onwenu, Ras Kimono and King Wasiu Ayinde Marshal, Aremu's got the artistry of
an international brand.

It is important to note, that the dream of every parent is to have their children
trained in school and excel in professional spheres of life like medicine, law, or
engineering, accounting and other so-called learned professions. This expectation was
not excluded in the case of Mike whose father wanted him to study medicine, law, or
engineering. In fact, precedence has been set by one of his sisters who trained as a
lawyer. He was admitted into a national diploma course which he completed and was
admitted into the University of Maiduguri to study Electrical and Electronic
Engineering. He however dropped out. Since, his parents irrespective of their intention
saw that he was really good at what he was doing the left him alone and even prayed
for him. Mike noted that "My parents did not have a problem with this because they
believe in me and respected the fact that I knew what I was doing" (Babajide-Alabi,
2013).

It would be noted that it was during his brief period at the University of
Maiduguri that he developed love for jazz and this ultimately would become the
element to change his fortune for better. It was at this time he picked up full interest
in Jazz, and as fate would have it he stumbled on Kenny G's music and he started
listening to him with rapt attention. Mike's summary of this period and encounter goes
thus "I listened so much to him. And I believe that was where the influence came
from. In so much that when I started playing soprano, people would say, "oh, you
sound so much like Kenny G" (Babajide-Alabi, 2013).

In 1999, Mike signed a record deal with Kennis music under which he released
two chart topping albums (Dance - 1999 and No Shaking - 2002) shifting a combined
total of near two million copies of his first two Albums a record in sales for a Jazz
artist. He has also recorded two songs for the Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN)
in the United States. And this feat marked the beginning of his career as professional
artiste. It is incredibly surprising that a young man starting his career will venture into
the genre of jazz which is said to be unpopular among the normal Nigerians but the
big boys that are few. The passion for jazz has been the major drive for pitching his
tent in the genre of jazz. According to him, the love and passion for the genre not
considering the gratification, recognition and lucrativeness brought him to playing
jazz. In his words "I went into jazz because I fell in love with it. When I started out,
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there was no incentive. I began to play jazz because I love it and I want to be a blessing
to people. It was not because of any financial gain or for award considerations; it was
solely because I have a passion for it" (Olonilua, 2016).

In order to carve a niche for himself and popularise this unpopular genre, he
has fuse elements ofthe various cultures in Nigeria. He holds that Afro Jazz is a name
that people coined from Africa and Jazz, It is a fusion originated from Africa. It
harbours all the elements of African culture. The African culture is very rich and this
has a great impact on the music. Afro Jazz is unique because Africa has a lot of diverse
cultures. In Nigeria alone there are several languages and dialects, and all of them
have their culture. However, what he has done is to fuse all these cultures into Jazz to
make it more interesting. He also highlighted three factors that determines his music
- The God factor; the African factor and the Jazz factor (Aina, 2014). The God factor
is very important his life and music for some specific reasons. He started out in the
church where he gathered and honed the necessary skills needed to launch his career.
The instrument that he is well known for now-saxophone is not unconnected with the
church. Aside from the fact that his career started from the church, of course he is not
the first to have such past, he is a practising Christian who believes in the supremacy
of God in human affairs. He summarises that "The kind of music I play is usually
God-inspired. I am not playing to satisfy man. I am playing to glorify God. I can play
it anywhere. Nothing can change the fact that I play to glorify God. I can play at a
social event; I can play anywhere. I can play to any audience" (Babajide-Alabi, 2013).

The African culture constitutes an essential element of Mike's genre. His
genre significantly reflects the richness of African culture .. In fact, as the name Afro-
jazz suggests there must be an Africa element to fulfil the afro part of the music. The
third factor borders around his instrumentation and harmony. It is a known fact that
jazz without instrumentation is not worthy of it name. It does not necessarily mean
the combination of musical instrument rather the dexterous synchronisation of these
various instruments to produce harmony.

. What more, realizing the peculiar characteristics of Jazz in the Nigerian
society, Mike made considerable efforts by organising jazz shows that brought people
closer to jazz musicians. He believes jazz is a choice music people can relate with in
several spheres (Aina, 2014). For example, Mike convened the biggest jazz concert
series in Nigeria, Sax Appeal, a concept which is geared towards the rebirth and
promotion of live musical performances in Nigeria. Also, he created several platform
to foster interactions between the Nigerian elites, entrepreneurs and practitioners in
the Afrojazz industry. It must be noted, that the "Sax Appeal" festival birthed by
Mike has featured renowned artists like Kenny G, India Arie, Jessy Jay, Judith
Sephuma, Kunle Ayo, Yolanda Brown, Agboola Shadare, Yinka Davis, Tosin
Martins, Bez, Timi Dakolo, Cobhams, Waje and many more.

This event which has attracted several distinguished African elites, such as,
the president of the Dangote Group, Alhaji Aliko Dangote, the wife of the governor
of Lagos state Mrs Bimbo Fashola, the former governor of Cross-River state with his
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wife, Mr and Mrs Donald Duke, executives of different industries amongst others (Sax
Appeal, 201&). He is one of the few artists in Nigeria who can boast of performing
with Kenny G, Hugh Masekela, Najee, Kirk Franklin, Marvin Winans, Ron Kenoly,
Mary Mary and Adlan Cruz. He appeared at the John F Kennedy Centre, Washington
DC's main concert arena. He has also made considerable progress in Europe, in
particular the UK where he has performed in some ofUK's principle music venues
like the Barbican, Apollo London, Apollo Manchester, The Ocean, to mention but a
few.

As part of his high demand from his fans across the world, he put together a
debut concert to crown his four-month tour in the United Kingdom at the famous and
prestigious jazz cafe October 2008, an event which sold out and made history as one
of the few Africans to ever make such landmark. He sold out this venue again in May
2012. Mike also sold out another London's famous Jazz venue, Pizza Express Jazz
Club in February 20 14. He has also performed several times at Kingsway International
Christian Centre (KICC), and many ofthe branches of Redeemed Christian Church of
God (RCCG), one of the world's largest chains of igerian-based Church networks.

Performing before mega crowd is quite becoming normal to Mike. He has
performed seven times at the Lagos Experience, a concert tagged to be the world's
largest gospel music concert, attracting a crowd of over 600,000 at the Tafawa Balewa
Square (TBS), Lagos. Mike Aremu has also performed twice at the London Festival
of Life (FOL) an event that is attended by over 40,000 people at the Excel Centre,
London. He has also performed at the FOL Wales and Scotland. The Green Belt
festival was also a part of a major feat for his music career as he performed to an
audience of 30,000. Mike featured in club houses which he did not take as morally
bad. He noted that that was at a point in his life he was a musician who just like to
play music. God has taken through so many because He has purpose for his life. His
life has taken a new turn under God's inspiration. In his words:

I was just a church musician and a young guy who just want to play music.
I have played in most of the clubs in igeria as a musician, even though I
was still playing in the church. But God took me through that as well for my
experience. And one day I became so uncomfortable playing in the clubs. It
was an experience for me as when I play in the churches, people tell me how
blessed they were, yet at the back of my mind, I would be thinking I still
played in a club the previous nights. So I was increasingly not at ease with
myself. .. the calling was strong to dedicate myself to the propagation of the
gospel. And eventually I made up my mind, no more of club shows (Sax
Appeal,2018).

Mike is married to Omolara, whom he met at a church in the United Kingdom.
Omolara is a teacher for deaf children and also a freelance interpreter based in London.
Mike welcomed his first child Jethro Aremu on the 1st of October, 2012. It should
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however be noted that Mike's union with Omolara is his second marriage, In 2004, he
had been married to Bimbo, also based in the UK but divorced in 2005 (Alonge, 2011).
Mike Aremu is a recipient of different awards. These includes, Today's Gospel Music
Awards. TOMA Awards and AME Awards emerging winner for the Best
Instrumental Album of the Year and Best Gospel Music ideo of the Year
respectively. He is the winner of AGMA '20 18 Instrumental Musician of Excellence ,,
a category he has won for three years consecutively. He won in four categories at the
2014 MEGA Awards (Album of the Year, Best Collaboration, Best Use of Instrument,
and best Contemporary/Alternative Album of the Year). He was the winner of the
2014 Crystal Awards for Best use of Instrument, Winner 201.3 AGMA Awards UK
Best Afro JazzJInstrumental. He was also nominated twice at the KORA Award's in
2003 which is Africa's best known and recognized mainstream music awards
ceremony. JCI's TOYP (Ten Outstanding Young People) - Best self-developed
personality.

Conclusion
This study so far has interrogated the development of A&o-jazz calmre and focused
on the life and music of Mike Aremu's Afrojazz and its ~ot on the Nigerian
society. The origin of jazz is traced the Americas; it arose as a consciousness of the
Afro-Americans, It found its way to the African continent following the return of ex
slaves to Africa, the visits and settlement of sailors and crew on the African coast
Initially, the impact of imported black performing arts was felt on coastal towns like
Monrovia, Freetown, Cape Coast, Accra, Lagos, and Cape Town where it was
appreciated by local people including tile black elite, whose high-class dance
orchestras and brass bands similar local melodies, It was this that led to the coining of
the word highlife in West Africa during the 1920s as an umbrella term for the various
orchestrated noofolk due to the elitist nature of the new performing arts (Collins,
1987).

The infiltration of jazz into igeria began effectively in the post-world war U
period with the return of expatriate igerian stars like as Bobby Benson, Tunde
Amuwo, Bob Edwards, Willy Payne and Soji Lijadu, among others, from Europe.
These pioneers started out mimicking the big band sounds of Glen Miller and Benny
Goodman, the guitar style of Charlie Christian and the saxophone sounds of Coleman
Hawkins and Earl Bostic (Idonije, 2014). They played a mixture of different genres
which included calypso, Latin-American jive, dance and ballroom styles as well as
highlife. However, to underscore the fascination they had for jazz, almost all these
early bands adopted jazz tunes for self-identification (Keazor, 2015). The Bobby
Benson Jam Session had Benny Goodman's standard Soft Winds as its signature tune,
while Tunde Amuwo adopted the Charlie Christian classic Seven Eleven. It should be
noted that the pioneers of igerian Jazz studied under the great jazz musician in
Ghana, E. T. Mensah and he became a model for the igerian jazz artistes, which was
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the model for many Nigerian jazz bands, adopted the Original Dixieland Jazz Band's
Tiger Rag as its signature tune.

The daily Voice of America-VOA Jazz Hour anchored by Willis Conover
which started in 1955 became the delight of jazz lovers across the country and was a
factor that aided the growth of Jazz in Nigeria. The programme featured the music of
Jazz masters as well as explained what Jazz music is. The VOA Jazz Hour over the
years converted many Nigerians into Jazz fans. Equally at home from 1962, the ace
music critic and historian Benson Idonije started his weekly, Thursday radio jazz
programme, Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) Jazz Club (Adefila, 2018).

The 1963 was a watershed in the history of jazz in Nigeria with the return of
Fela Ransome-Kuti from London. Although he had recorded a jazz album in London
by the time he came back to Nigeria in 1963, he formed a jazz quintet in Lagos
(Adefila, 2018) in this group, Fela had to double as a trumpeter and pianist, while Don
Amaechi handled the guitar, Emmanuel gomalio the bass, John Bull the drums and
Sid Moss the piano (with Benson Idonije as manager). The band played regularly on
Monday nights at the iconic Cool Cats Inn in Ebute Meta, Lagos, a magnet for jazz
enthusiasts. The band made considerable progress and soon attracted guest stars like
trumpeter Zeal Onyia, saxophonist Taiwo Okupe, Steve Rhodes and pianist Art Alade,
among others.

Between the 1970s and the 1990s, the Jazz scene was relatively made steady
progress. Jazz revolution occurred with the opening of three important Jazz venues in
Lagos, the first being Fran and Tunde Kuboye's Jazz 38, in Ikoyi, Lagos; Veteran
Pianist and impresario Art Alade's Art's Place, in Yaba. The last being Muyiwa
Majekodunmi's Jazzville, also at Yaba, The 1990s saw a lot of jazz activity, albeit
lacking in the commitment and cohesion that characterized previous years. The new
millennium saw the continued upward mobility ofthe Nigerian Jazz renaissance with
a tradition of musicianship established. A new culture of formal musical training had
arisen in the previous decade and grew exponentially with growth in the number of
institutions, notably the Muson School and Peter King School of Music amongst other,
which provided training modules in Jazz Music, alongside the formal training
available in Tertiary institutions.

The chapter discussed the role of agency through a biographical sketch of
Mike Aremu. It captures the life and music career of Mike Arernu. Aremu was the last
child ofthe eight children ofMr and Mrs Aremu. Born in Kaduna, schooled in Minna,
Ogun State, and Borno State, Aremu gathered inspiration and experience for his
musical career while growing up. He grew up with music since his mother was a
chorister and his sister, an instrumentalist. Another factor that lay his feet on the path
of music was the common musical practice in the Cherubim and Seraphim Church
that mandate children to pick interest in playing musical instruments.

Aremu showed his dexterity in musical instrument when he mastered the
trumpet, akuba, drum set, keyboard, guitar and the saxophone. It was the saxophone
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that later became his major instrument. In 1996, he began his journey in music by
joining the House on the Rock's music team. At about this time, Mike was also playing
with the Compassion Band of the Strong Tower Mission - a charity organization. As
his confidence grew so did his reputation as a charismatic musician. This resulted in
a stream of appearances at such venues in Nigeria as Pintos, The Green Lion, Club
Towers, K's Place and Mega Plaza's Dome. He has also had session work for Onyeka
Onwenu, Ras Kimono and King Wasiu Ayinde Marshal among others.

It would be noted that it was during his brief days at the University of
Maiduguri that he developed love for jazz and this ultimately would become the
element to change his fortune for better. It was at this time he picked up full interest
in Jazz, and as fate would have it he stumbled on Kenny G's music and he started
listening to him with rapt attention thus motivating him to play jazz. Aremu
highlighted three factors that determines his music - The God factor; the African
factor and the Jazz factor (Aina, 2014). The God factor is very important in his life
and music for some specific reasons. He started out in the church where he gathered
and honed the necessary skills needed to launch his career. The instrument that he is
well known for now-saxophone is not unconnected with the church. Aside from the
fact that his career started from the church, of course he is not the first to have such
past, he is a practising Christian who believes in the supremacy of God in human
affairs.

The African factor is the cultural aspect of his music which showcase the
richness of African continent. This might be in resonance of the African origin of jazz
and the beauty of Africa. In fact, as the name Afrojazz suggests there must be an
Africa element to fulfil the afro part of the music. The third factor borders around his
instrumentation and harmony. It is a known fact that jazz without instrumentation is
not worthy of it name. It does not necessarily mean the combination of musical
instrument rather the dexterous synchronisation of these various instruments to
produce harmony. While the contributions to the development of Afrojazz can be
summed up to be the creation of jazz awareness and the inspiring of musicians and
instrumentalist to venture into jazz, the genre of music is relevant in the society as a
healing therapy for people. Aside from this, the relevance of his music include creation
of wealth and employment, preservation of culture as well as escapism for the problem
of this country.

Recommendations
This study, knowing the intricate nature of music and its impact on the society,
recommends that:

• Musicians should incorporate in the lyrics and wordings of their music
performances in order to reprove and reprimand the masses to neglect
violence, terrorism and ethno-religious divisions, so as to promote peace and
social integration. It is only when peaceful and inter-group relations in the
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country is attained, that Nigeria could crawl-out of multiple socio-political
and economic predicaments that have overtaken the sovereign state.

• The National Film and Video and Censor Board should be revamped to
monitor the kind of music that is disseminated to individuals within the
society. Although Section 39 (1) of the igerian Constitution provides that:
Every person shall be entitled to freedom of expression, including freedom to
hold opinions and to receive and impart ideas and information without
interference; another part Section 45 goes further to provide for the restriction
of and derogation from such right by providing among that in the interest of
defence, public safety, public order, public morality or public health. Thus this
should be used as a framework to censor music that are not beneficial to the
society.
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